Abstract We present a unified Bayesian approach to shape representation and related problems in perceptual organization, including part decomposition, shape similarity, figure/ground estimation, and 3D shape. The approach is based on the idea of estimating the skeletal structure most likely to have generated the observed shape via a process of stochastic "growth." We survey the approach briefly and show how it can be extended in a principled way to solve a wide array of related problems.
Shape and perceptual organization
The visual representation of shape is a complex problem, requiring the reduction of an essentially infinite-dimensional object (the geometry of the shape) to a few perceptually meaningful dimensions. Human infants can recognize shape from line drawings without any prior experience [17] , suggesting that the ability to abstract form from the bounding contour is innate. Much research in the study of shape has involved a quest for a set of shape descriptors that will allow just the right aspects of shape to be extracted-a representation that retains enough information to support recognition, shape similarity, and other key functions. Each of these techniquesgeons [3] , codons [37] , medial axes [4] , curvature extrema [18] , Fourier descriptors [8] , and so forth-has merits. Some have compelling mathematical motivations, while others (unfortunately not usually the same ones) have demonstrable agreement with human data. Still, broadly speaking, a complete computational characterization of human shape representation remains elusive.
The approach we lay out below aims to address two inadequacies in the existing literature. First, many existing theories of shape lack a persuasive "theory of the computation," in Marr's influential phrase [34] -that is, an explanation of why, in principle, the proposed shape descriptors solve the shape problem better than alternatives. To provide such an account, one must adopt a particular definition of "the shape problem"-i.e., a model of what it is that we are actually trying to estimate when we describe a shape. Second, many shape theories have suffered from a lack of connection to other closely related problems in perceptual organization, including perceptual grouping and figure/ground. The shape literature in both psychology and computer science has generally focused on isolated shapes segregated from their backgrounds. But a great deal of evidence suggests that the problem of shape is, at least in the human visual system, intimately connected with the problems of figure/ground and perceptual organization more generally. The representation of a shape is in part determined by the factors that make it perceived as an integral, figural object in the first place, suggesting that shape and perceptual organization are intertwined.
In what follows we describe a framework that is both (a) principled, meaning that it stems from basic considerations of the nature of the shape inference, and (b) unified, in that it aims to approach a broad class of interrelated problems in a coherent way. We first briefly explain the principles of the Bayesian approach to shape representation, and then illustrate how it naturally gives rise to solutions to several related problems, including (i) shape similarity (ii) figure/ground, and (iii) 3D shape from line drawings.
Bayesian estimation of the shape skeleton
Skeletal or medial-axis representations were first introduced by Blum [4, 5] . Blum's basic insight was that many aspects of contour shape are intuitively captured by a representation that extracts the local symmetries of the bounding contour. The medial axis transform (MAT), originally defined as the union of centers of inscribed circles, is highly suggestive of global shape structure, in that its branches often seem to correspond intuitively distinct shape parts such as limbs (and indeed Blum initially conceived it as a compact representation of animal morphology). Medial representations relate to many other problems in perceptual organization [23] , and have both psychophysical correlates [25, 50] as well as known neural representations in brain areas V4 and IT [19, 26] . But as has long been recognized [5] , the conventional MAT reflects global part structure very imperfectly; in particular, its branches do not reliably correspond to perceptually distinct shape parts. Many improvements on Blum's original MAT have been developed (e.g. [21] ), including some that represent mathematically deep generalizations of the "grassfire" procedure that underlies it [40] . But most contemporary medial axis models inherit the basic limitations of Blum's approach, because (with some exceptions [54] ) they share its essentially determin-istic conception, which aims to define an information-preserving transformation of the shape, rather than an abstraction of the shape's underlying structure.
In contrast, we view skeleton computation as a probabilistic estimation problem, the goal of which is to estimate the shape skeleton from which the shape is most likely to have been generated-that is, the skeleton that best explains the shape. Many natural shapes, especially biological ones, are effectively described as combinations of elongated parts [35] . We view the skeletal structure underlying such shapes as the "signal" which is combined with noisy local contour perturbations to yield the eventual shape. Specifically we conceive of the shape skeleton as the generating source of the contour, which then "extrudes" the shape via a partly stochastic process akin to growth (cf. [28] ). We then adopt an inverse-probability framework, taking as our goal the recovery of the skeleton that gave rise to the observed shape. The problem then becomes a standard Bayesian inverse probability problem, with the goal being to estimate the skeleton with maximum posterior probability (called the MAP skeleton) as the best interpretation of the shape. The rest of the approach flows from this central conception: we define a model of the shape-generating process, and estimate the model.
Sketch of the theory
In our formalism, a shape SHAPE = {(x 1 ,t 1 ), (x 2 ,t 2 ),. ..(x n ,t n )} is a set of edges each of which is defined by a location x i and a tangent vector t i . A skeleton SKEL = {A 1 , A 2 .. .} is a set of hierarchically connected axial curves, with a root axis, child axes, grandchildren, etc., branching off from it. Skeletons have a prior probability p(SKEL) and generate shapes stochastically via the likelihood model p(SHAPE|SKEL) explained below. Our computational goal is to find the best "explanation" of SHAPE by estimating the skeleton SKEL that is most likely to have generated it, i.e. that maximizes the product p(SKEL)p(SHAPE|SKEL) of prior and likelihood.
We begin by adopting a prior p(SKEL). As in all Bayesian approaches, the prior encodes our assumptions about which models (here, skeletons) are more and less likely to be encountered in the environment-assumptions that can then be easily modified to reflect different contexts or knowledge. In [15] we adopted a simple "vanilla" prior that assigns higher probability to simpler skeletons and lower probability to more complex ones, meaning ones with more axes or more curved axes (Fig. 1) . This prior is a simple hierarchical extension of our prior for smooth contours, which has been validated in a number of empirical settings (see [12, 13, 14, 43, 44] . Specifically, we assume that each of the N component axes A i contains a series of points A i = {a i,1 , a i,2 ,. ..}, which defines a sequence of turning angles a i, j (e.g. a 1,2 is the angle between the vector a i,3 a i,2 and the vector a i,2 a i,1 ) with the turning angles following a von Mises distribution p(a i, j ) µ exp b cos a (the analog of the normal for circular variables, see [33] ) and assumed independent. So the prior for axis A i is the product of the probabilities of its component turning angles, p(A i ) = ' j p(a i, j ). Each axis is "born" with fixed probability p A , leading to an overall prior
. This prior favors skeletons with fewer axes (low N) and relatively straight axes (small as, see Fig. 1 ). The next component is the likelihood model p(SHAPE|SKEL), which quantifies how likely each shape is given a hypothesized skeleton. Our likelihood model expresses the idea of shape "growth:" contour points sprout laterally from each axial segment. The growth process is formalized via a set of random lateral vectors that sprout from both sides of a skeletal axis, referred to as "ribs" (Fig. 2) . The ribs point in a stochastically chosen direction (we use a von Mises distribution, centered on perpendicular to the axis) and have a stochastically chosen length (we use a normal distribution, centered on an expected shape-part half-width whose value varies continuously over the length of the axis). The ribs thus represent correspondences between contour points and axial points that explain them-i.e., are interpreted as having generated them. This notion of "explanation" is central to the framework: the skeleton is understood as a hypothesis that explains the data, i.e. the observed contour points. We assume conditional independence of contour points given the skeleton, so the likelihood of the shape is simply the product of the likelihoods of all its component points,
The likelihood quantifies the degree of fit between a shape and a hypothetical skeleton that might explain it. Finally the degree of belief in a given skeleton-that is, the degree to which the system ought to adopt that skeleton as an explanation for the given shape-is given by the posterior p(SKEL|SHAPE), which is proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood, 
To select a single best explanation of the shape, we estimate the skeleton with maximum posterior probability, referred to as the MAP skeleton (Fig. 3) . The MAP skeleton represents the optimal skeletal interpretation of the shape, meaning thatgiven the assumptions captured by the prior and likelihood model-it identifies the single skeleton most likely to have generated the shape. Critically, the choice of the MAP involves a tradeoff between the prior, which favors simple skeletons, and the likelihood, which favors more complex skeletons that can fit the shape better. The axes that are included in the MAP skeleton, i.e. those whose contribution to the likelihood outweighs their penalization in the prior, represent statistically meaningful parts of the shape. That is, each distinct axis in the MAP skeleton represents what the procedure interprets as a distinct part of the shape (depicted with different colors in the figures). 
Applications and extensions
We next describe preliminary work extending the basic shape theory to key shape problems. Each of these applications grows directly out of the basic theory, illustrating the fecundity of the approach.
Decomposing shapes into parts
Notwithstanding the success of appearance-based recognition models (e.g. [30] ), there is substantial evidence that human object recognition uses structural representations based on combinations of shape parts [3, 1] . But though many factors are known to influence the decomposition of shapes into parts [9, 41, 45, 46] , we still lack a comprehensive account of part decomposition. A simple and principled account of part decomposition is directly entailed by the Bayesian approach to shape representation, encompassing several well-known part-decomposition rules as sideeffects. The MAP skeleton implies a part decomposition, because the shape contour naturally decomposes into regions that are "owned" by distinct component axes. For example in Fig. 4 contour sections indicated with different-colored ribs are owned (explained) by distinct axes. As explained above, the axial makeup of the winning skeleton reflects a Bayesian decision about which branches benefit the posterior; the MAP includes only those axes whose contribution to the likelihood outweighs their penalization by the prior. The estimated skeleton divides the shape into sections "owned" by distinct axes (color coding). The entailed part boundaries tend to correspond to negative curvature minima and correspond to short part cuts, suggesting that skeleton estimation can subsume these principles.
Negative minima of curvature
Short cuts
The skeleton-based decomposition of shapes into component parts concurs with, and arguably subsumes, certain rules of part decomposition obeyed by the human vi-sual system [42] . For example transitions between axial ownership (e.g. the boundary between red and green ribs in the hand in Fig. 4) tend to occur at within deeply concave sections of the contour, near negative curvature extrema, in accordance with the well-known minima rule [18] (even though curvature plays no overt role in skeleton estimation). In this sense skeleton-based shape decomposition explains both the successes of the minima rule, i.e. the fact that part boundaries tend to occur near minima, and also its failures, e.g. part boundaries that occur where there are no curvature minima and curvature minima that are not perceived as part boundaries (see [45] ). Similarly, regions of common axial ownership tend to be relatively convex, subsuming the part convexity principle [38] , and part cuts tend to be relatively short, subsuming the short-cut rule [46] . All of these known characteristics of intuitive part decomposition arise naturally from skeletal estimation, rather requiring additional assumptions, leading to a more principled and unified account than was previously possible.
Tuning the shape model to the environment
The results given above are based on a very simple "vanilla" skeleton prior and likelihood, but both the prior and likelihood model can be modified to accommodate more realistic models of natural shape classes. Some shape classes tend systematically to have more axial branches, or fewer; or more curved branches, or straighter; or smoother contours (smaller variance in rib lengths), or rougher; and so forth, all suggesting modifications to the generative model. To illustrate the approach, we estimated the skeletal parameters of the shapes in several large databases of natural shapes [52] , including one of animals and one of leaves (Fig. 5a) . Tabulations of skeletal parameters show substantial differences between the two shape classes. For example the distribution of number of branches show not only different means but also qualitatively different distributional forms (Fig. 5b) : Gaussian for animals (with a mean near 5, about the number of intuitively distinct parts in the typical animal body plan) but exponential for leaves (suggesting a recursively branching process). Such differences show how the skeletal generative model can be "tuned" to natural shape classes.
We have also found that human subjects' classification of novel shapes can be predicted from their skeletal representations. We showed subjects composite shapes created by morphing animals and leaves in controlled proportions, and asked them to classify them into animal or leaf categories. (There is no correct answer since the shapes are actually novel composites.) Their responses closely match Bayesian classifications based on skeletal parameters, but disregard or even contradict predictions based on more conventional shape parameters such as aspect ratio or compactness. This suggests that human observers do indeed extract skeletal parameters and use category-specific probabilistic knowledge to classify novel shapes. 
Shape similarity
An essential application of shape representation is the evaluation of shape similarity. Measures of shape matching abound in the computational literature, where they form the basis of shape recognition [10] , including some with properties suggestive of human intuitions, like robustness to part articulation [29] . But though similarity based on skeletal represetations has been found effective [39] , few if any algorithmic similarity measures have been validated against human similarity judgments.
Our skeletal representation provides a natural measure of shape similarity [6] . Because each skeletal estimate represents a "model" of the observed shape, it is natural to ask how well this model explains another shape. Specifically, given two shapes SHAPE 1 and SHAPE 2 , with associated skeletal estimates SKEL 1 and SKEL 2 , we define the similarity of SHAPE 1 to SHAPE 2 as the likelihood
that is, the probability that shape SHAPE 1 would "grow" from skeleton SKEL 2 . This gives an asymmetric assessment of the first shape's fit to the second shape's representation (potentially accommodating the asymmetric similarity judgments that are well-known in the psychological literature). A symmetric similarity measure can be defined by taking the average In [6] we tested the psychological validity of this shape similarity measure by asking subjects to rate similarity of all pairs drawn from several collections of shapes. For example Fig. 6a shows a set of shapes generated from a 2-axis skeleton, in which the length of the secondary axis was modulated from very small to large. The red border shows the boundary between shapes whose MAP skeletons contain one axis (that is, in which the second part was too small to be included in the estimated skeleton) and those that contain two distinct axes. Fig. 6b shows the similarity space of the same shapes, computed via multidimensional scaling from subjects' similarity judgments. The exaggerated division (marked in red) between shapes perceived to have one part and those perceived to have two parts is plainly visible, and as can be seen in the figure corresponds exactly to the division between 1-axis and 2-axis MAP skeletons. Finally Fig. 6c shows the very close linear relationship between judged similarity and similarity computed via Eq. 4. Experiments with several other classes of shapes also show close matches between computed and perceived shape similarity [6] .
Figure and ground
Figure/ground (f/g) assignment is intrinsically intertwined with the representation of shape, in part because figural polarity (border ownership) determines the sign of curvature, which plays a central role in shape representation [18] . Indeed because figural regions "own" the border [2, 11] , only figural regions' shapes are overtly represented [36] , with ground regions perceived as extending indefinitely behind. F/g assignment is known to be influenced by a number of shape factors, including region size [24] convexity [20] and symmetry [20] . But nonetheless theoretical connections between shape and f/g remain largely unexplored.
Our approach to contour interpretation can easily be extended to encompass geometric factors on f/g assignment in a simple but principled way. Above, we have assumed that f/g assignment along the contour is known, and that shapes have to be explained from their interiors-that is, by skeletons in their interiors. Instead, we now (a) relax the assumption that border ownership is known, and instead treat it as a parameter to be estimated; and (b) relax the assumption that there is a single shape to be explained by a single skeleton, and instead attempt to explain the entire set of image contours by an ensemble of skeletons. More specifically, we no longer assume that the sign of each tangent vector t i (which defines which side of each contour is figural) is given as part of the data, and instead treat it as an unknown parameter to be estimated. The formal problem of image explanation now reduces to the estimation of the ensemble of skeletons that, collectively, best explain the observed image structure. That is, we seek the set of skeletons that best explains all the observed edges, with each edge being explained from whichever side provides the best overall posterior, which determines its perceived border ownership.
In this expanded view of the problem, the MAP interpretation assigns (skeletal models) conjointly with f/g assignments over the entire ensemble of edges. The winning interpretation explains as much the contour as possible "from within"-that is, with each contour owned by a skeleton in what is perceived as its interior-while also maximizing everything else that the Bayesian model maximizes, such as the simplicity of the skeletons and the fit between the skeletons and the contours.
Because figural surfaces are perceived as closer, the induced figural assignment induces depth differences among skeletal axes: the axis that "wins" a given edge is interpreted as closer. This in turn allows the 3D relations among objects in the scene to be estimated. More specifically, each contour point (x,t) can be explained by skeletons on either side of it, and whichever skeleton assigns it a higher poste-rior will be interpreted as "owning" the point, thus determining the direction of t, the polarity of local f/g, and the relative (qualitative) depth (Fig. 7a) . Recall that the direction of the normal at the contour point influences the posterior in part because the likelihood function penalizes contour normals that point "away" from the generating skeleton (see Fig. 2 ). Fig. 7b shows results of a Bayesian belief network that implements a version of this computation [16] . The belief network estimates border ownership at each contour point, propagating the f/g estimate along each contour in a manner similar to previous f/g belief networks [51] , but here including the skeleton-based likelihood function as a determinant of f/g status. As can be seen in the illustration, the procedure assigns border ownership to the perceived interiors of both overlapping shapes, critically including assigning the common boundary to the region human observers judge to be in front. 
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Probability "axial in front" An empirical prediction derived directly from this framework is that more "axial" regions, that is, regions with stronger skeletal posteriors, are more likely to be perceived as figural. We tested this by constructing displays in which a symmetric region abutted a more "axial" one, and asked subjects which side appeared to own their common boundary [22] , while manipulating the shape of the axial side so as to modulate the skeletal posterior. In the Bayesian model, ownership of a point (x,t) along the common boundary should follow the posterior ratio p((x,t)|SKEL 1 )/p((x,t)|SKEL 2 ), where SKEL 1 and SKEL 2 are MAP skeletons on respectively the axial and symmetric sides. Fig. 7c gives a representative plot showing the observed decrease in f/g responses as a function of (log) posterior ratio, confirming the basic claim that axiality under the Bayesian model tends to "draw" figural status.
3D shape
Our approach to skeleton estimation, like virtually all medial approaches, is based on two-dimensional silhouettes, which do not generally give rise to strong 3D interpretations. But much richer 3D interpretations arise from images that include interior contours, including T-junctions stemming from self-occlusions. Even without texture, shading, or other surface cues, human subjects can interpret 3D shape from such line drawings about as well as from natural images [7] . Yet interpretation of such figures remains a virtually unsolved problem. The extensive early literature on line and junction labeling [31, 32, 49] largely failed to solve it due to reliance on hard-and-fast junction classification rules. Our framework replaces these deterministic rules with a probabilistic inference in which the goal is to estimate the 3D skeleton that best explains the ensemble of contours and junctions in the image.
The first step is to extend the generative (likelihood) model to 3D. A direct 3D generalization of the conventional MAT [27] results in a complex and psychologically implausible combination of space curves and 2D medial "scaffolds." In contrast, the skeletal generative model generalizes to 3D in an intuitive way. The key idea is simply to assume that the ribs (random deviates), rather than being generated laterally on both sides of the skeleton as in the 2D model, are instead generated in all directions in the plane orthogonal to the skeleton, thus "inflating" the skeleton into a 3D shape (Fig. 8a,b ) (cf. [48] ). The inverse problem is to estimate the 3D skeleton that is most likely, when inflated, to yield the observed contour when projected, including both outer silhouette, internal contours, and other contour features such as T-junctions. The resulting estimate can be substantially non-planar (Fig. 8c) . A suitable estimation procedure for this model is of course a difficult problem, but in principle one that can be solved by conventional Bayesian techniques.
Discussion and conclusion
We have described a principled probabilistic conception of shape representation, which provides natural approaches to part decomposition, shape similarity, and figure/ground, and can be extended in a conceptually simple way to 3D. The main idea is to view contour elements as data generated by a skeletal growth process, and then estimate the structure of the skeleton. The best representation of a shape is the skeleton that best explains it; the similarity of two shapes is the degree to which one shape's skeletal interpretation explains the other shape; and the best interpretation of multiple shapes is the collection of skeletons that best explains the ensemble of contours, thus inducing estimates of f/g and depth relations.
Many aspects of our framework are present in other approaches, including stochastic estimation of skeletal structure [47, 53] , belief propogation for f/g [51] , and inflation of 2D skeletal representations into 3D shape [48] . But the main attraction of our approach is its simplicity, comprehensiveness, and coherence: all the applications derive from the central conception of shape as a rational inference problem. Broadly speaking, the aim is to make some assumptions about shapegenerating processes in the environment; express these assumptions as a probability model; and estimate the model. As mentioned, the probability model can then be tuned to natural shape statistics, used to model shape similarity, extended to multiple shapes in a way that yields f/g estimates and depth relations, and easily extended to 3D. None of these extensions require elaborate new hacks, nor indeed any change to the basic principles. The psychological literature attests a wealth of connections among these different aspects of perceptual organization, and we would argue that our approach integrates them in a way that properly respects their interconnections.
It is important to understand that our approach does not intrinsically require mediality; axial forms are simply a reasonable model for many natural shapes. For others, alternative (non-medial) generative models might be adopted without changing the essentials of the approach. All the extensions we have presented derive from the central probabilistic estimation problem, not from specific aspects of medial geometry or local symmetry. The ultimate goal of this work is thus not to deepen our understanding of medial representations specifically, but rather to "probabilize" shape and related problems of perceptual organization, thus unifying them with the growing literature on probabilistic and Bayesian approaches to visual perception.
